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Abstract Inthisstudy(N = 192;124women,68men),consen-

sus definitions of one-night stands, booty-call relationships,

friends-with-benefits, and serious romantic relationships were

fashioned using a sample of university students. Participants

provided a Likert and forced-choice assessment of how each

relationship was characterized by the functions of sexual grat-

ification, trial run, placeholder, and socioemotional support.

Seriousromanticrelationshipswereprimarilyusedtogainsoc-

ioemotional support. Friends-with-benefits relationships were

motivated by seeking a placeholder until someone better came

along and as a trial run for a more serious relationship. Booty-

call relationshipsandone-nightstandsweremotivatedprimarily

by a desire for sexual gratification. Men ascribed a greater range

of reasons to engage in sexual relationships than women did and

the more short-term the relationship was in nature, the greater

the emergence of sex differences in ascribed functions.

Keywords Booty-call relationships �
Friends-with-benefits �One-night stands �
Serious romantic relationships � Sex differences �
Sociosexuality

Introduction

Thequestionofwhy individualsengagein romantic and sexual

relationships has received considerable attention (see Hatfield,

Luckhurst, & Rapson, 2012; Hatfield & Rapson, 2006; Meston

& Buss, 2009). Indeed, research suggests individuals derive

numerous benefits for engaging in relationships, including, but

not limited to, raising one’s self-esteem, to gain sexual gratifi-

cation, for socioemotional support, and the relief of boredom

(Hatfield & Rapson, 2006; Hatfield et al., 2012; Jonason, Li, &

Cason, 2009a; Smiler, 2008; Townsend & Wasserman, 2011).

In pursuit of these different goals, individuals may pursue dif-

ferent relationship types, like one-night stands, non-relational

sex (e.g.,‘‘hookingup’’1;Epstein,Calzo,Smiler,&Ward,2009;

‘‘friends-with-benefits’’2;Puentes,Knox,&Sussman,2008;‘‘booty-

call’’relationships3; Jonasonetal.,2009a),andcommittedrela-

tionships.Althoughaconsiderableamount isknownabout these

individual relationship types, few attempts have been made to

reach a consensus definition of each of them relative to the

others.

Despite the abundant research on‘‘casual sex,’’there have

been impediments to reaching a consensus definition of such

relationship types. First, the term‘‘casual sex’’is a term that all-

too-often stands as a representative term for a range of rela-

tionship types (Forster, Ozelsel, & Epstude, 2010; Greitemeyer,

2007; Zeigler-Hill, Campe, & Myers, 2009). Second, there has

been an implicit assumption that relationships are either short-

term and casual or long-term and serious (Cubbins & Tanfer,

2000;Fisher&Byrne,1978;Hughes,Morrison,&Asada,2005;

Li, Bailey, Kenrick, & Linsenmeier, 2002; Li & Kenrick, 2006;

Maticka-Tyndale & Herold, 1997). Third, sex out of committed

relationships has traditionally been pathologized (Cho & Span,

2010; Eshbaugh & Gute, 2008; Fielder & Carey, 2010; Owen &

Fincham,2011;Townsend&Wasserman,2011),whichperhaps

taints our understanding of it (Fortenberry, 2003) although there

are there some notable exceptions (e.g., Buss & Schmitt, 1993;
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1 Sex that occurs among individuals with little sexual commitment who

know each other nominally.
2 Friends who also engage in sexual behavior together without any

formal commitment.
3 Sexual relationships that tend to occur among acquaintances.
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Clark&Hatfield,1989;Kenrick,Sadalla,Groth,&Trost,1990).

Fourth, the research tends to be overly reliant on qualitative

methods (Epstein et al., 2009; Manning, Giordano, & Longmore,

2006; Paul & Hayes, 2002; Smiler, 2008). Fifth, research att-

emptingtodefine‘‘casualsex’’relationshipstendstocome,almost

exclusively, from a sociocultural perspective (Caruthers, 2006;

Epstein et al., 2009; Singer et al., 2006; Smiler, 2008).

An evolutionary approach to relationships might prove ben-

eficial to reach consensus definitions. Such an approach to rel-

ationships is essentially a functional analysis of why individuals

engageinrelationships(Conferetal.,2010;Garcia&Reiber,2008).

Although there are numerous functions these relationship types

couldserve(Meston&Buss,2009),onlyfourareassessed.Sexual

gratification, which has traditionally been assigned to one-night

stands, isconsidered(Brown,Feiring,&Furman,1999;Jonason,

Li, & Richardson, 2010). Socioemotional support, which has

traditionally been assigned to serious romantic relationships,

is also considered (Feiring, 1996; Shulman & Kipnis, 2001;

Shulman & Scharf, 2000; Smiler, 2008). Two less well res-

earched functions were examined in the manner by which ind-

ividuals might use these relationships as a trial run or a lead up

to a relationship of a more serious nature (Giordano, Longmore,

&Manning, 2006;Greiling& Buss,2000;Manninget al., 2006)

and as a placeholder to relieve boredom or until someone better

comes along (Hatfield & Rapson, 2006; Jonason et al., 2009a;

Smiler, 2008).

There are some overall predictions4 that could be made.

First, one-night stands should be best defined by the function

of sexual gratification. While emotional acts of intimacy may

occur in these relationships (Jonason et al., 2010), individuals

engage in these relationships with relative strangerswith little

hopes of an ongoing relationship (Cubbins & Tanfer, 2000;

Fisher & Byrne, 1978). In contrast, although sex may be part

of a serious romantic relationship (Jonason et al., 2010), the

longevity and intimacy characteristic of these relationships

likelyprovides foremotional intimacyand support (Christopher

& Sprecher, 2000; Shulman & Scharf, 2000). According to past

research, booty-call relationships are more akin to one-night

stands in the central role that sexual acts plays (Jonason et al.,

2010), but it is more likely that this relationship serves pri-

marilya placeholder function. As noted by Jonason et al. (2009a),

the booty-call relationship may represent a compromise from

men’s and women’s ideals in mating preferences and strategies,

a compromise done, ostensibly, because individuals have not

foundanyonebetter justyet.Last, friends-with-benefitsarefriends

who do things outside of having sex (in contrast to booty-call

partners)inhopesofbuildingintimacy(Diamond,Savin-Williams,

& Dube, 1999; Furman & Hand, 2006), ostensibly as a lead up

or trial run for a more serious relationship. Therefore, a trial

run should be the primary function assigned to friends-with-

benefits.

Basedonparental investment theory(Trivers,1972), it seems

reasonable topredict thatmenandwomenmaydiffer in the func-

tions they perceive to characterize relationship types. That is,

because men and women can benefit differently from different

relationships, they may be predisposed to view relationships

as serving different functions moreor less so than the opposite

sex. The asymmetry in the minimum obligatory investment in

offspring should lead women to be more cautious than men in

their willingness to engage in short-term relationships (Buss

&Schmitt,1993;Clark&Hatfield,1989).Thisshouldleadwomen

to assign lower ratings on the benefits they can derive from such a

relationship. Such a bias would predispose women to be less

keen to engage in such relationships. In contrast, because men

have a greater willingness to engage in sex than women do

(Schmitt, Shackelford, Duntely, Tooke, & Buss 2001) and tend

to want to avoid misplaced investment/commitment (Haselton

& Buss, 2000), they are likely to see friends-with-benefits and

booty-call relationships as potential avenues to test the waters

with a potential mate. Last, men and women converge in their

reproductive interests in long-term relationships, both investing

considerable time, money, and effort (Li et al., 2002), and, thus

the perceived function should be the same for the sexes.

Beyondsexdifferencesandsimilarities,assessingone’sdis-

positional mating strategy should provide additional informa-

tionbecauseitmeasuresanindividual’smatingstrategyindegrees

rather than assuming that men and women have categorically

differentmatingstrategies(Schmitt,2005;Simpson&Gangestad,

1991).Thiswillalsodetail how‘‘casual’’or‘‘serious’’these rela-

tionships are. That is, where sociosexuality scores are correlated

with more reasons to engage in a given relationship type, that

relationship is likelyone that is relatively less serious.One-night

stands and booty-call relationships are likely the most sexual in

nature(Jonasonetal.,2010)and, thusfunctionsassignedtothese

relationshiptypesshouldbecorrelatedwithsociosexualityscores.

In other words, those who have a less restricted mating style

should perceive that these relationship types provide more

functions, facilitating their engagement in that relationship.

As relationships become more serious in nature, the bias present

withanunrestrictedmatingstyleshouldlessen(i.e., friends-with-

benefits) andeven disappear (i.e., serious romantic relationships).

Modern sexuality research suggests between 25–75 % of sex-

ual acts committed by adolescents and college-students occur

in the context of relatively enduring yet primarily sexual rel-

ationships (Afifi & Faulkner, 2000; Grello, Welsh, & Harper,

2006;Jonasonetal.,2009a;Lambert,Kahn,&Apple,2003;Paul,

McManus, & Hayes, 2000; Puentes et al., 2008). Therefore, it

seems like an essential task to provide good working defini-

tions of these relationship types to inform future research. In

so doing, this study provides the first attempt to use both evo-

lutionary psychology and quantitative methods to determine

4 Predictions are confined to the potential primary functions for each

relationship.
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a consensus definition of four relationship types with four

potential functions.

Method

Participants and Procedure

Students in evolutionary, social, and personality psychology

coursesatamedium-sizedpublicuniversity in thesoutheastern

U.S. were sent an email inviting them to take part in an online

study on human sexuality in exchange for extra credit. A total

of 192 (65 % female) chose to participate.5 Ninety-one percent

wereheterosexual,3 %werehomosexual,and7 %werebisexual.6

Forty-fivepercentweresingleand55 %were involvedinaserious

relationship(includingmarried).7Themeanageoftheparticipants

was 22.70 years (SD = 5.60, range, 18–52). Only those partic-

ipants responding from unique IP addresses were included to

decrease the chance that the assumption of independence was

not violated.

Measures

First, participants were asked how much (1 = not at all; 5 =

very much) they felt four relationship types (i.e., booty-call

relationships, friends-with-benefits, serious romantic relation-

ships, andone-night stands)8 werecharacterizedby thefunctions

of sexual gratification (viz., one is focused on sexual pleasure

and obtaining the actual act of sex), placeholder (viz., a tem-

porary relationship used until you find someone better), trial

run (viz., testing someone out to see if they’re worth taking to

the next level, possibly checking to see if you are compatible

before getting serious), and socioemotional support (viz., hav-

ing someone to talk to and share things with).

Second, participants were asked to match each function with

a relationship type in a forced-choice manner. This forced-

choice approach was used to complement the Likert-style ques-

tions and to better identify the essential defining features by lim-

iting response options. This forced-choice methodology was used

because understanding priorities is best done under constrained

conditions (Li et al., 2002; Li & Kenrick, 2006). Participants were

asked to imagine they were interested in a given relationship fun-

ction and to choose one of the four potential relationships that best

suited their imagined, hypothetical need.

Last, mating orientation was assessed with the 7-item Soc-

iosexuality Orientation Index (Simpson & Gangestad, 1991).

Participants responded to questions like‘‘I can imagine myself

being comfortable and enjoying casual sex with different part-

ners’’(1 = stronglydisagree;7 = stronglyagree)and‘‘howmany

people have you had sex with on only one occasion’’? Individual

SOI items were standardized (z-scored) prior to averaging (Cro-

nbach’s a= .77).

Results

The Likert questions were submitted to a 2 (Sex) 9 4 (Rela-

tionship Type) 9 4 (Relationship Function) repeated measures

ANOVA, with function and relationship type as the repeated

measures variables. A significant three-way interaction, F (9,

176) = 2.14, p = .01, gp
2 = .15, indicated significant sex dif-

ferences in some, but not all, relationship-functions across

different relationships (Table1). To adjust for differences in sam-

ple sizes across the sexes, Hedge’s g was reported instead of

Cohen’s d. Planned comparisons revealed no significant sex

differences in the functions ascribed to serious romantic rel-

ationships, but sex differences emerged for two functions asc-

ribed tobooty-call relationships, one function for friends-with-

benefits, and three functions for one-night stands.

A main effect, F (9, 176) = 68.72, p\.01,gp
2 = .85, for dif-

ferences among the proscribed functions of each relationship

typewasdetected.Nearlyallcomparisons(Bonferroni-corrected

forType1error)weresignificant (p\.01).Seriousromantic rel-

ationships were characterized more by seeking socioemotional

support than other motivations, with trial run and placeholder

tying for second (p = .055), and sexual gratification coming in

third. Booty-call relationships were used primarily for sexual

gratification, second as a placeholder, third as a trial run, and

fourth for socioemotional support. Friends-with-benefits were

usedprimarily for sexualgratificationandasaplaceholder, sec-

ondarily as a trial run, and thirdly for socioemotional support.

One-nightstandswereprimarilymotivatedbyadesireforsexual

gratification, secondly as a placeholder, thirdly for a trial run,

and fourthly for socioemotional support. These analyses rev-

ealed the overlap between these relationship types along with

the manner by which the relationship types may serve different

functions simultaneously.

Four independentv2 tests were used to examine the forced-

choice questions where participants selected the one relation-

ship they would prefer to satisfy the different functions. One-

night stands best matched with sexual gratification, v2(3) =

128.21, p\.01;n = 110, 57 %, friends-with-benefits andbooty-

call relationships both matched with the placeholder function,

v2(3) = 149.29, p\.01; n = 101, 52 %, friends-with benefits

5 Forasmall effect,a set to .05, andbset to .50, thenecessarysample size

was 193. For a medium effect, a sample of 65 was needed with anaof .05

and a b of .80.
6 Given the imbalance in cell sizes here, no analyses were conducted on

sexual orientation.
7 No differences were detected across this distinction and, thus, further

details are omitted.
8 Participants were not provided with a definition of each relationship

because thegoalof thestudywas tousethefunctions tobetterdefinethese

relationships. Familiarity with these relationships was assumed in the

method, but participants were instructed that if they had any questions to

contact the researcher. No questions were submitted.
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best matched with the trial run function, v2(3) = 151.63, p\
.01; n = 120, 63 %, and serious romantic relationships best mat-

ched with the socioemotional support function, v2(3) = 150.52,

p\.01; n = 181, 94 %. These results provide insight into the

defining function of these four relationship types. The sexes

tended to agree on the primary functions of the relationship

types, with some modestdisagreement on secondary, tertiary,

and quaternary functions (Table 2).

Sociosexuality scores were correlated with ratings of the

functions (Table 3) and there was some evidence these cor-

relations were moderated by the sex of the participant. Fun-

ctions ascribed to one-night stands and booty-call relationships

were correlated with sociosexuality scores in three places; two

places in friends-with-benefits; and no places with serious rom-

antic relationship. These correlations were disaggregated across

thesexoftheparticipantandcomparedusingFisher’sz inTable 3.

Discussion

Avirtueofgoodscience is to seeksimplicityand then tomistrust

it (Whitehead, 1967). Foryears, a simpleunderstanding about

human romantic and sexual relationships has prevailed. It has

only been within the last 10 or so years that researchers have

givenconsiderableandwell-intentioned(seeFortenberry,2003)

consideration of relationship types that do not fit within the

apparent dichotomy of old (see Jonason et al., 2009a). One pro-

blem introduced by the examination of these new relationship

types (e.g., booty-call relationships, friends-with-benefits) is they

muddy the artificially clean boundaries of what are considered

one-night stands and serious romantic relationships. Although

research on these new relationship types is thriving (e.g., Afifi

&Faulkner,2000;Epsteinetal.,2009;Grelloetal.,2006;Man-

ningetal.,2006;Paul&Hayes,2002;Puentesetal.,2008;Smiler,

2008; Townsend & Wasserman, 2011), researchers have gener-

ally failed tooperationallydefine the relationship types they were

studying(Wentland&Reissing,2011).Thisstudyprovided the

first consensus definitions of these relationship types based on

quantitative methods. It simultaneously provided a working

definition less influenced by experimenter bias or small sam-

ples than previous research and tested for sex differences and

similaritiesalongwithcorrelationswithsociosexuality.Thestudy

also made, tested, and confirmed predictions from evolutionary

models of human sexuality.

Strategic pluralism (Gangestad & Simpson. 2000; Jonason

et al., 2009a) predicts that individuals will engage in an array

of relationship types for numerous reasons, and research con-

firmsthis(Meston&Buss,2009).Thisstudyshowedthat individ-

uals engage in four different relationship types for four different

reasons to varying degrees. This is, in part, one of the problems

withstudyinganyoneof theserelationship types inavoid.There

is considerable overlap in the perceived functions of each rela-

tionship (Wentland & Reissing, 2011). For instance, one-night

stands were motivated primarily by a desire for sexual grati-

fication; friends-with-benefitswasmotivatedbyseekingaplac-

eholder till something better comes up and as a trial run, testing

Table 1 Descriptive statistics

and sex difference tests for

descriptions of relationships by

their function

Note For all measures, absolute

range, 1–5 g is Hedge’s g

* p\.05, ** p\.01

M (SD) t g

Combined (N = 192) Men (n = 68) Women (n = 124)

Serious romantic relationship

Sexual gratification 2.80 (1.17) 2.88 (1.09) 2.75 (1.22) \1 0.11

Placeholder 1.74 (1.08) 1.66 (0.95) 1.79 (1.15) \1 -0.12

Trial run 2.86 (1.42) 2.91 (1.36) 2.83 (1.45) \1 0.06

Socioemotional support 4.40 (0.97) 4.27 (1.05) 4.47 (0.91) -1.39 -0.21

Booty-call relationship

Sexual gratification 4.02 (4.42) 3.96 (1.26) 4.05 (1.51) \1 -0.07

Placeholder 3.16 (1.34) 3.34 (1.20) 3.06 (1.40) 1.38 0.21

Trial run 2.08 (1.09) 2.43 (1.06) 1.89 (1.06) 3.40** 0.52

Socioemotional support 1.69 (0.85) 1.90 (0.87) 1.58 (0.82) 2.46* 0.37

Friends-with-benefits

Sexual gratification 3.57 (1.28) 3.46 (1.17) 3.62 (1.33) \1 -0.13

Placeholder 3.35 (1.23) 3.34 (1.15) 3.36 (1.28) \1 -0.01

Trial run 2.89 (1.21) 3.12 (1.20) 2.76 (1.20) 1.98* 0.30

Socioemotional support 2.88 (1.09) 2.99 (1.02) 2.82 (1.12) \1 0.15

One-night stands

Sexual gratification 3.86 (1.53) 3.82 (1.39) 3.89 (1.61) \1 -0.07

Placeholder 2.61 (1.51) 3.09 (1.42) 2.36 (1.50) 3.27** 0.50

Trial run 1.65 (1.02) 1.93 (1.20) 1.50 (0.88) 2.84** 0.43

Socioemotional support 1.27 (0.60) 1.48 (0.75) 1.15 (0.48) 3.68** 0.56
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potentialmatesout;booty-call relationshipsweremotivatedpri-

marily by a sexual gratification motive; and serious romantic

relationships were primarilyused togain socioemotional sup-

port.

According to sexual strategies theory, men and women differ

in their sexual psychologies as a function of the duration of the

relationship(Buss&Schmitt,1993).Confirmationof thismodel

was found. An often overlooked aspect of sexual strategies the-

ory is that it is a theory about context-specific sex differences.

This study showed that the sexes tended to differ less when rel-

ationships have a stronger non-sexual component (i.e., serious

romantic relationships, friends-with-benefits)anddifferedmore

inprimarilysexualrelationships(i.e.,one-nightstands,booty-call

relationships). When sex differences emerged, they suggested

menweretheonesascribingmorefunctionstorelationshiptypes

than women were. Men may do this because it facilitates their

opportunisticmatingstrategy(Jonason,Li,Webster,&Schmitt,

2009b). However, it is also possible men may ascribe more fun-

ctions because they have less value in the mating market and,

therefore, have less power to dictate the terms in relationships

(Buss&Schmitt,1993;Trivers,1972).Indeed, it iswomen,more

than men, who deploy tactics to keep relationships casual in

nature (Jonason& Buss,2012). If this is the case, men may asc-

ribe more functions to sexual relationships because they attempt

toderivemorebenefitsthanwomendointheserelationshiptypes,

a prediction that deserves future attention.

Consistent with strategic pluralism (Gangestad & Simpson,

2000), individual differences in sociosexuality provided signif-

icant insight intothesexualpsychologiesofmenandwomen.For

instance, promiscuous men rated booty-call relationships as ser-

ving a placeholder function more than women did. Booty-call

relationships may be a relationship type adopted commonly by

thosewhohaveanexploitivematingstrategy(Jonason,Luévano,

& Adams, 2012a). That is, those men who are oriented towards

casual sex through traits like psychopathy may‘‘use’’their booty-

call partners to pass the time. In contrast, it was women who asc-

ribed socioemotional support and trial run functions to serious

romantic relationships more than men did. To account for these

observations, one could draw on upon both sociocultural (e.g.,

Eagly,1987)andevolutionary(e.g.,Jonason,Valentine,&Li,2012b)

models of sex differences. It may be that some women perceive

the only proper avenue for them to explore their sexuality is in

thecontextofcommittedrelationships;asocialroleexplanation.

Incontrast,byexploringtheirsexuality inthecontextofaserious

relationship, these women may minimize their risks of unwan-

tedpregnancies, reputational loss,andsexually transmitted infe-

ctions; an evolutionary explanation. Although more work is nee-

ded to reveal the underlying causal mechanisms behind these

sexdifferences,results support theviewthat,despiteostensible

overlapinfunctions/motivations, thesexescontinuetodiffer in

their underlying goals, dissatisfactions, and emotional reactions

tocasual sex (Fielder&Carey,2010;Garcia&Reiber,2008;Grello

et al., 2006; Townsend & Wasserman, 2011).

The comparative approach of this study revealed that the

boundaries of the relationship types were not clear as many

haveimplicitlyassumed, thusvalidatingtheadoptionofaforced-

Table 2 Overall and sex

difference Chi square tests for

descriptions of relationships

* p\.05, ** p\.01

Count (%) v2 A

Combined (N = 192) Men (n = 68) Women (n = 124)

Sexual gratification

One-night stands 110 (57 %) 35 (32 %) 75 (68 %)

9.96* .23*
Serious romantic relationship 19 (10 %) 3 (16 %) 16 (84 %)

Booty-call relationship 53 (28 %) 22 (42 %) 31 (58 %)

Friends-with-benefits 10 (5 %) 7 (70 %) 3 (30 %)

Placeholder

One-night stands 9 (5 %) 5 (56 %) 4 (44 %)

3.87 .14
Serious romantic relationship 4 (2 %) 1 (25 %) 3 (75 %)

Booty-call relationship 78 (41 %) 31 (40 %) 47 (60 %)

Friends-with-benefits 101 (53 %) 30 (30 %) 71 (70 %)

Trial run

One-night stands 16 (8 %) 9 (56 %) 7 (44 %)

8.35* .21*
Serious romantic relationship 34 (18 %) 8 (24 %) 26 (76 %)

Booty-call relationship 21 (11 %) 11 (52 %) 10 (48 %)

Friends-with-benefits 121 (63 %) 39 (32 %) 82 (68 %)

Socioemotional support

One-night stands 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

1.98 -.10
Serious romantic relationship 181 (95 %) 61 (34 %) 120 (66 %)

Booty-call relationship 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Friends-with-benefits 11 (6 %) 6 (55 %) 5 (45 %)
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choicemethodology.Thismethodologyrevealedtheessential fun-

ctions of each relationship type under investigation. In general, by

adopting quantitative methods, this study provided more trust-

worthy detail about the nature of these four relationship types

than qualitative work on non-relational sex (Epstein et al., 2009;

Smiler,2008;Wentland&Reissing,2011).Nevertheless,because

quantitative methods constrain the potential responses, there are

morefunctionsworth investigating(Hatfieldetal.,2012;Hatfield

& Rapson, 2006).

Limitation, Future Directions, and Conclusions

Despite these novel findings, two limitations are worth noting.

First, this study relied on a sample of college students with an

imbalanced ratio of men to women. It is possible that those in

college have delayed reproduction in exchange for education

and are, therefore, different from non-college students in their

useofrelationshipsforprocreation(Hatfieldetal.,2012;Meston

& Buss, 2009). While the imbalance in the sexes in the sample is

not uncommon in sex research, some have proposed this may

undermine the trustworthiness of claims regarding sex differ-

ences (Dickinson,Adelson,&Own,2012). Although, the imbal-

ance in the present study could have been problematic in theory,

there are reasons to think this concerned is muted here. First, the

sex differences were as predicted, thereby making the imbalance

a moot point. Second, a measure of effect size (i.e., Hedge’s g)

that was sensitive to sample size was used to offset this problem.

Third, the variance ratios across the sexes were around parity,

suggesting the statistical problem introduced by imbalanced sex

ratioswasnotproblematichere.Nevertheless,futureresearchwould

benefitfromalargersamplesizealongwithanon-studentsample.

Second, strategic pluralism predicts and research confirms

(see Hatfield et al., 2012; Meston & Buss, 2009) that there are

many reasons to engage in sexual relationships, not just four,

and thus a larger array of functions will need to be addressed

in future research. Although this might provide more detail, the

present results were especially revealing when examining the

forced-choice questions. Similarly, strategic pluralism predicts

an even larger range of potential relationships that may emerge

as a function of how individuals negotiate the terms of their rel-

ationships(Jonasonetal.,2009a,2012b).Futureworkmightaddress

other relationship types likepartner-swapping(Jenks,1998)and

hook-ups (Lambert et al., 2003; Townsend & Wasserman,2011)

to (1) provide greater insights into perceived functions of rela-

tionshiptypeswithinandbetweenthesexes,(2)provideconsensus

definitions ofmore relationship types than done presently, (3) pot-

entially reduce redundancy in relationship types terms like‘‘hook

ups’’and‘‘booty-calls, and (4) test the‘‘negotiation’’hypothesis

(Jonason et al., 2009a).

In order to provide a fuller understanding of the array of

potential relationship types and the reasons individuals might

engage in them, this study examined the perceived function

fourrelationshiptypesplayinpeople’sromanticandsexual lives.

In so doing, this study was the first quantitative effort to define

Table 3 Overall and by sex

correlations between

sociosexuality and descriptions

of relationships

Note z is Fisher’s z for comparing

independent correlations

* p\.05, ** p\.01

r z

Combined (N = 192) Men (n = 68) Women (n = 124)

Serious romantic relationship

Sexual gratification -.05 -.24 .03 -1.78*

Placeholder .08 .05 .14 -0.59

Trial run -.04 -.20 .40 -4.06**

Socioemotional support -.04 -.06 .03 -0.59

Booty-call relationship

Sexual gratification .09 .23 .04 1.26

Placeholder .23** .40** .11 2.03*

Trial run .31** .22 .28** -0.42

Socioemotional support .18* .10 .16 0.46

Friends-with-benefits

Sexual gratification .15* .31** .11 1.36

Placeholder .12 .19 .10 0.60

Trial run .20** .21 .13 0.53

Socioemotional support .12 .03 .14 -0.72

One-night stands

Sexual gratification .11 .24 .07 1.13

Placeholder .19** .22 .06 1.06

Trial run .21** .09 .21* -0.80

Socioemotional support .16* -.02 .16 -1.18
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theserelationshiptypes, thefirststudytosimultaneouslycompare

all fourof these relationship types in function,andoneof the few

studies to take an evolutionary approach to understanding non-

relational sex. By combining quantitative methods and a strong

theoreticalparadigm, thisstudyhasprovideduniqueinsights into

the underlying motivations for engaging in relational and non-

relational sex along with how the sexes might differ in what fun-

ctions they perceive the relationship types serve.
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